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Wastage of Food: 
Buffet System of food. 1.
Taking more than you can eat.2.
Difference in food habits. 3.
Maximising Utility at a price point. 4.
Trying to taste all the dishes. 5.



food wastage is a chronic problem, faced by messes
and corporate office spaces. 



impact?

reduced food
wastage.



optimized menu
for students.

impact?



better
inventory

managment.

impact?



applications?

Hostel Messes
across India. 

01
Corporate Office
Spaces.

02 03
Hotels and
Restaurants.



literature 
review
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why do linear regression
family underperform?

bias?





the data.



chaos.



the story - 

796 datapoints, 
9 features.
 - Four months of data on
average footfall from May -
October 2023.
  - Highly Unstructured 
 - Available in multiple different
formats. 

Data Integrity.
Our data was ethical and
maintained robust standards of
user consent. 

Data was anonymized. 
Consent was obtained from
the administration. 
Log Files and manual checks
were conducted to ensure
privacy.

Data Format
Our data was 

Highly Unstructured. 
Reliant on secondary
sources. 
Purely footfall data.
We assumed standard Indian
population and eating
habits, i.e. vegan-centric and
roti/rice-centric populace.





exploratory
data
analysis.











ml methodology



feature selection

forward
selection.

backward
elimination. f-tests.



mean absolute error



R - Squared Error



gradient boosting

Weak Learner (Decision Trees) Boosting Concept

Iterative Training:
and
Combining Trees

Ensemble Prediction



feature importance - as expected?

SAD Model (our model) lit - review



models considered

poisson regression

models the footfall prediction by considering the count nature
of the data
captures the relationship between predictor variables like the
meal types and other exogenous variables and the expected
footfall count using a Poisson distribution



variables p-values

bogo 0.00

paneer 0.02

guest 0.03

test 0.03

max_possible_footfall 0.00

robustness? 

all statistically significant at the 5% significance level



SAD

gradient boosting
+

poisson regression

addressing the shortcomings of the done research



SAD





deployment

we’ve already started ground-level
implementation of our models. 

Over the past exam week, we’ve implemented
our models to estimate projected footfall and
validate our results by co-relating the
corresponding values with the team.  

This would require us to consistently stay in
frequent contact with the mess, and
familiarizing the team with our interfaces!



insights?

We found out that linear
regression models fail to
perform due to the non-
linear, heterogeneity.

01
Our model could account
for a roughly 40% decrease
in the food wastage.

02 03
The mess could look
towards incorporating more
combinations of
Panner/Chicken, as we
observe a 16% increase.

04
We project a staggering  
24% decrease in footfall
during weekends, so we
would ask decrease in food.



challenges?
Data - Frequent back and forth with the
mess team would need to be resolved. 
Estimating the total number of people
on the campus. 
External Shocks (combos!!). 
Getting the team accustomed to our
modeling.
Combos and promos?
How do we account for mess
employees, guards and their
consumption.

mess
secretary

people dont scan



the future?

Phase 1: Demand Forecasting 

Phase 2: Menu Optimization. .



thank you!

ye toh badiya he yarr ! - Mukesh(Mess Bro)


